RodMan II Manipulator
A Light Weight, Highly Dextrous, Water Hydraulic Manipulator for Remote Handling
and Inspection Tasks within a High Radiation Environment

RodMan II is a multi-functional, highly dextrous manipulator which plays a
key role in Magnox Reprocessing operations at Sellafield.
RodMan II was designed, built, tested and commissioned in-house at
JFNL’s Malton and Egremont facilities and was delivered to site on-budget
and ahead of schedule.
RodMan is deployed in the Charge Machine Containment, within the Magnox
Reprocessing facility, where its main functions are the recovery of dropped fuel rods and
inspection and wash down of the Containment. The addition of a variety of bespoke
remote tooling, also designed and manufactured in-house, allows the manipulator to
carry out a series of remote tasks.

Project Overview
JFNL’s works on the RodMan II project encompassed the entire project lifecycle. JFNL
were responsible for design and manufacture of the manipulator, system testing and both
inactive and active commissioning. Further to this JFNL provided an extensive operator
training package to a group of Sellafield Ltd. operators and will continue to support
RodMan II operation via a service contract going forward.
The complexity of the project combined with the demanding timescale meant that the
project provided a substantial engineering challenge. Efficient communication,
collaborative working and the adoption of a ‘fit for purpose’ engineering approach, from
both the JFNL and Sellafield Ltd project teams, helped to make the project a success,
with RodMan II delivered to site ahead of the scheduled delivery date.
JFNL’s extensive in-house design, manufacturing and testing capabilities were
fundamental to the success of the project, as having each service under one roof
improved communication and simplified the handovers between stages of the project.

A video providing an overview of the project and featuring members of both the JFNL and Sellafield Ltd
project teams is available on the JFNL website www.jfnl.co.uk
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RodMan II Manipulator
Operational Aims
The RodMan II manipulator is used to maintain the Sellafield Dissolver Charge Machine Containment, ensuring that
the Charge Machines are operational, reducing the risk of plant shutdown and facilitating delivery of the Magnox
Operating Programme.

History
The RodMan II manipulator replaces the original RodMan system, which was supplied to Sellafield Ltd. by JFNL in
the 1980’s and has been operating successfully on site for around 30 years.
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6 degrees of freedom



5m vertical working envelope, achieved via two independent stages of deployment



15kg payload



Standalone system which is easily transportable



Multi-functional system capable of undertaking a variety of remote tasks



Pure water hydraulic driven



Detachable parallel opening jaw

System Structure
RodMan II is only deployed when it is required to carry out a task within the Charge Machine
Containment. As such the system is standalone, retractable and designed to make transporting the manipulator as easy as possible.
RodMan II comprises three major assemblies: Deployment Tower, Deployment Tube and
Manipulator Arm.
The Deployment Tower is the outer structure, inside which is mounted the Deployment Tube,
which in turn houses the Manipulator. Each section can then be deployed and retracted individually as required. This structure allows the Manipulator to be fully retracted into the Deployment Tower which can be sealed to allow the system to be transported.

Functionality
The RodMan II system is capable of carrying out a variety of inspection and remote handling
tasks, including:
 Retrieval and posting of dropped fuel rods
 Inspection of the Charge Machine Containment area and Charge Tube
 Replacement of the Plug Cock Nose on the Charge Tube
 Wash down of the Charge Machine Containment
 Coupling and uncoupling of the Acid Feed Hose
 Unfastening/Fastening of the Sump Basket clamps
 Retrieval of swarf from the Sump Basket
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RodMan II Manipulator
Control System
RodMan II is primarily controlled by an Allen Bradley PLC. The user interface comprises a HMI, a
set of joysticks and a series of push buttons, all mounted on a Control Console. The Control Console is located in a clean area, to simplify operation. Two cameras, mounted on the manipulator are
used to provide live video feeds to the operator via monitors on the Control Console.
The RodMan II control system includes a collision avoidance system, designed to protect both the
manipulator and it’s working environment. The collision avoidance system uses a ‘boundary map’ to
define the safe areas of the Charge Machine, and alerts the user when the manipulator leaves this
safe zone. The code contains a soft stop which has to be overridden by the operator to allow operation of the system outside the safe working environment.

Working Environment
The Charge Machine Containment is a hazardous environment. The use of radiation tolerant materials, sealed, self contained nature of the structure and integral self-washing function, allows RodMan II to withstand operation within the
Charge Machine Containment without degradation of system performance.


Radiation – Dose rates in excess of 2Sv/hr



Contamination – C5



Atmosphere – Nitric Acid fumes



Humidity – 90%+

Maintenance
Given the arduous nature of RodMan II’s tasks and the hazards presented by it’s
working environment, RodMan II has been designed to be as easy to maintain as possible.
The majority of the electrical and hydraulic services are mounted on the outside of the
Deployment Tower where they are readily accessible, and the Control Console is located in a clean area to simplify operation and maintenance and reduce operator dose
uptake.
RodMan II’s self cleaning wash down function and removable gaiter, combined with
the simple transportation method, means that tool change over can be carried out by
operators in RodMan II’s dedicated Maintenance Facility.

Manual Recovery
RodMan II is designed to be fully manually recovered, if required pressure can be relieved in the hydraulic lines using cross-line relief valves. Relieving the pressure allows
the manipulator arm to be straightened under gravity to a point where it can be retracted.
Following the relief of hydraulic pressure, the back drives (located on each winch and
the door mechanism) can be used to retract and park the manipulator inside the Deployment Tower and seal it in place for transport away from the Charge Machine.
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RodMan II Manipulator
Additional Tooling
A series of bespoke additional tools for RodMan II have been designed, manufactured and tested in-house. The additional tooling is used to expand RodMan II’s functionality without compromising the fundamental system design.
The extensive manufacturing and assembly capabilities of the JFNL Malton office allow the production of high quality
bespoke tooling for use in harsh environments.

Basket Clamp Release Tool
The Basket Clamp Release Tool is a torque multiplying device, developed from COTS
equipment, designed to be used by RodMan II, to fasten and unfasten a set of six Sump
Basket clamps.
The RodMan II manipulator is capable of providing 40Nm of torque, however ≈ 110Nm is
required to fasten/unfasten the basket clamps.
The tool provides 3:1 torque multiplication, allowing RodMan II to exert 120Nm of torque
onto the clamps.
A torque limiting device prevents over tightening, whist an integral geometric clutch ensures that more torque is available to unfasten the clamps than to fasten them.

Acid Feed Hose Coupling Tool
The Acid Feed Hose Coupling Tool is designed to allow remote coupling and uncoupling
of a quick connect coupling using RodMan II.
The tool replaces the standard RodMan II jaws. Two semi-circular clamps are used to
grip the male and female parts of the quick connect coupling respectively, and the jaw
actuator is used to drive the clamps together for coupling, or apart for uncoupling the Acid
Feed Hose.

Remote Console
Under normal operation RodMan II is driven from a Control Console located in a clean
area, away from the Charge Machine Containment. Operators drive RodMan II using the
video feeds from the two cameras mounted on the arm, with no view into the Charge Machine Containment.
The Remote Console allows RodMan II to be controlled at the Charge Machine windows,
meaning operators can drive RodMan II whilst looking into the Charge Machine Containment; improving depth perception, encouraging operators to work as a team and simplifying the performance of many of RodMan II’s tasks.

Swarf Recovery Tool (GrabMan)
The Swarf Recovery Tool and Guide Funnel are tools designed to interface with the RodMan II wrist mechanism. The tools allow RodMan II to collect swarf from the Charge Machine Containment Sump Basket and post it through the Plug Cock into the Dissolver.
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